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ABSTRACT
Artificial intelligence (AI) has become an increasingly popular alternative for performing tasks that are typically performed by 
humans. Mammography imaging is one context in which the role of AI is growing. Some experts claim that , with recent 
advancements in image processing algorithms and the increasing availability of data, AI will replace radiologists . Others argue 
that the rise of AI will change how diagnostic tasks are allocated, eventually paving the way for human-machine collaborative 
decision-making. In this research, we study a healthcare system’s  problem of when, if, and how to us e human-machine 
collaborative decis ion-making in the context of mammography imaging. To that end, we propos e an optimization model for the 
healthcare s ys tem that minimizes  cos ts  rela ted to mammography s creening and determines  whether and when a  complete 
automation (AI a lone) s tra tegy or a  delegation (collaboration between humans  and machines ) s tra tegy is  preferable to an 
expert-a lone s tra tegy. We find that the dis eas e incidence rela tive to the ra tio of follow-up cos ts  agains t litigation cos ts  is  an 
important determinant of whether the delegation s tra tegy is  preferable to the automation s tra tegy. Reductions  in the cos t of the
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a lgorithm could either res ult in delegation (s haring of work between 
humans  and machines ) or full automation depending on the a lgorithm’s  
performance. In contras t, a  higher litigation cos t for machine decis ions  
could a lter healthcare s ys tems ’ preferences  away from automation to 
delegation or expert-only s olutions . We als o evaluate the us e of two or 
more a lgorithms  from different s ources  to produce an ens emble (i.e., 
aggregation of a lgorithms  and their predictions ) and characterize when 
us ing an ens emble is  s uperior to us ing any of the a lgorithms  alone. We 
us e data  from an AI contes t to empirically validate our res ults  and back 
tes t its  performance in real life. The contes t’s  goal was  the 
crowds ourcing AI a lgorithms  to meet or exceed radiologis ts ’
performance in as s es s ing mammograms  obtained from actual clinical 
practice. The empirical analys is  s ugges ts  that us ing the delegation 
s tra tegy is  optimal, with a  potentia l of 17.5-30.1% cos t s avings  as  
compared with the expert-only s tra tegy. Our work has  s ignificant 
implications  beyond radiology imaging for the des ign of work in the AI 
era  and the human-machine collaboration contexts
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